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Section 1: Introduction
The Town of Strathmore Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) department and the
Strathmore United Way have a partnership by way of a Memorandum of Understanding,
intended to provide the means by which a cross section of residents, social agencies, and the
municipality join together to find collective solutions to identified needs. In an effort to identify
key areas of need in the community for social support services, the Town of Strathmore and
Strathmore United Way retained the services of Transitional Solutions Inc. to help develop a
Social Needs Assessment. This Assessment is intended to guide the funding and service delivery
by Strathmore FCSS and the United Way now and into the future. Underscoring the cooperative
nature of the United Way Strathmore, local social agencies, and the Town of Strathmore FCSS
relationship has been key in the research and develop of this Needs Assessment.
The completion of this Needs Assessment was done through a number of steps.

Phase 1 - Community Consultation
•Open house
•Agency and Council Workshops
•Social Media
•Community and Agency Surveys
•Interviews

Phase 2 - Community and Best Practice
Research
•Review other community plans (Municipal
Sustainability Plan, Municipal Development Plan...)
•Review best practices from other similiar sized and
demographic locations in Alberta

Phase 3 - Draft Report
•Presentation to Council and Strathmore FCSS

Phase 4 - Final Report
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These steps included comprehensive community consultation, research and review of the
Town’s key demographics and municipal documents, best practice research from other similar
sized municipalities within Alberta and an analysis of the current social programs offered within
and surrounding the community.
A series of recommendations are presented in this Needs Assessment that will guide the Town
of Strathmore in its funding and social support service delivery. Funding and support for social
support services are based on community priorities, and reflected in the annual budget
approved by Council for programs with a demonstrated need that may be outside of the
programs eligible for funding under the Act. This support may come in financial or in kind
resources.
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Section 2: Community Context
The Town of Strathmore is located approximately 40 kilometres east of the City of Calgary in the
province of Alberta. Residents of Strathmore have access to a variety of cultural, recreation and
community facilities and services. These include the Aquatic Centre, the Family Centre Arena, the
Curling Rink, Tennis Courts, kilometres of pathways, parks including a splash park, a Seniors Drop-In
Centre, Library, dog parks and a robust Youth Club. Also within the community are a number of
programs, clubs and services offered by other public and private organizations, outlined further in
Section 4. The following demographic information is taken from the Town of Strathmore’s 2015
Census.

Population and Demographics
Strathmore’s population has seen a steady growth with a most recent growth rate of almost 8% from
2012 to their most current recorded population of 13,327
residents.
While Strathmore is a multi-cultural community, 97% of
the population speak English in the home
and 91% are Canadian Citizens with an additional 7%
being permanent residents.

Level of Education
Strathmore has a highly educated population with approximately 4,260 residents with post
secondary education. A highly educated population generally leads to further economic
development
opportunities through
entrepreneurship and
local career growth if the
opportunities are present.
What is most important
with education statistics such as those of Strathmore is to ensure the communities’ educated have
opportunities to utilize their education and skills within the community to alleviate leakage to
surrounding communities.
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Employment
While it is a common assumption that Strathmore is a bedroom/commuter community, this is
actually untrue with the majority of residents remaining in Strathmore for employment. This may
provide some minimum buffer to the
current situation of mass layoffs occurring in
the Oil and Gas sector of corporate Calgary.
Unfortunately, access to current employment
statistics for the Town of Strathmore following
the most recent decline in the price of Oil and
economic instability is not available, however discussion with local social support agencies such
as the McBride Career Group lead us to believe that there has been an increase in residents
seeking career assistance following lay-offs.

The Town of Strathmore has a very strong social support agency network with dozens of
organizations offering social support services to the residents of Strathmore and the surrounding
region. These agencies fulfil a key roll in the delivery of social support services in the community.
(Town of Strathmore Census Results 2015)
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Section 3: Strategic Review
A review of all pertinent strategy and planning documentation was performed to ensure the
Needs Assessment was in line with long term community planning.

Quality of Life Master Plan – February 2010
The Town of Strathmore’s Quality of Life Master Plan was developed to build on the quality of
life of the community and to outline goals to continue to build and improve upon the quality of
life in the Town. The document re-affirms the Town’s mission statement: Where Quality of Life
is A Way of Life.
The plan outlines 6 key goals: (Source: http://www.strathmore.ca/reports_and_publications)
Plan Goal #1: To provide a diverse spectrum of quality indoor and outdoor recreation and culture
facilities, trails, parks and open spaces, for both structured and spontaneous uses, for residents of
the Strathmore region, thereby contributing to overall community wellness and quality of life.
Plan Goal #2: To ensure that existing service levels and facility provision within the region are
well maintained and sustainable prior to exploring the development of new facilities or services.
Plan Goal #3: To ensure that all opportunities for leveraging public funds are explored in
building, operating and maintaining publicly-funded recreation and culture indoor and outdoor
facilities and spaces.
Plan Goal #4: To outline a transparent and consistent recreation and culture resource needs
assessment, feasibility, design and development process so that all new initiatives can be
assessed and associated decisions regarding public support for such initiatives can be made on
an equitable and transparent basis.
Plan Goal #5: To recognize, coordinate and develop regional and sub-regional parks and open
space systems and sites so as to avoid duplication of resources and provide greater connectivity
in the open space system through partnerships and trail development.
Plan Goal #6: To develop, adopt and implement a process, protocol and acceptance criteria for
Parks and Open Space when working with the development industry.
The Quality of Life Master plan provides opportunities for preventative programming and
services, alleviating the need for more reactive social support services. A number of recreation
and quality of life services and programs within the community were discussed as social
strengths within the community throughout the consultation process.
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Municipal Development Plan – 2014
The Town of Strathmore’s Municipal Development Plan (MDP), required under the Municipal
Government Act for all municipalities with a population over 3500 residents, outlines a number
of goals and strategies to assist the Town in future planning, growth and service provision.
Developed in 2010 and reaffirmed in the MDP is the Town of Strathmore’s Vision statement: :
(Source:

http://www.strathmore.ca/reports_and_publications)

“Strathmore is a community of history and space. A community, in which responsible
development is balanced with smart, well planned parks, wetlands and open space. As a
regional service centre, Strathmore provides a strong environment for families to grow
while still recognizing connections to the past. Strathmore is a community where quality
of life is a way of life.”
A number of policies were outlined in the MDP that are relevant to the FCSS Needs Assessment.
These include:
•

The Town of Strathmore shall work to implement recommendations adopted through
the Community Sustainability Plan, Quality of Life Master plan and other adopted plans
to plan and provide for future community growth requirements.

•

The Town shall develop a comprehensive transit concept strategy and future Area
Structure Plans or development proposals will be required to demonstrate Transit
Oriented Development principles in proximity to the identified transit nodes.

•

All Area Structure Plans shall address future locations for social infrastructure including,
but not limited to, schools, regional and local pathways, churches, firehalls, police, and
ambulance.

•

Secondary Suites are considered an appropriate method of providing additional, and
affordable, housing in all residential districts if the additional parking requirements can
be met and if the secondary suite meets all safety and building codes.

•

The Town shall continue to support social initiatives, programs and partnerships which
address social needs within the community.

The Town’s MDP reiterates their commitment to social inclusion and ensuring quality of life for
their residents which not only includes proactive social development but also reactive social
support services.
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Municipal Sustainability Plan – 2010
The Town of Strathmore’s Municipal Sustainability Plan (MSP) was created using the Alberta
Urban Municipality Associations’ five pillars of sustainability. One of these pillars reflects Social
Sustainability in Strathmore, outlining the social health of the community is vital to the overall
sustainable development of Strathmore. The following Social Pillars were identified through
public workshops and a public survey: (http://www.strathmore.ca/reports_and_publications)
•

Leisure and Recreation

•

Multi-Purpose Facility

•

Community Relationships

•

Education

•

Youth Facilities

•

Community Pride

•

Security

•

Quality Medical Care

The Town’s MSP again reiterates their commitment to social inclusion and ensuring quality of
life for their residents.

Further Community Studies
While the community has dozens of social support agencies, there was a lack of further studies
which would provide additional support for recommendations provided in this Needs
Assessment. Further studies the Town should consider:
•

Affordable Housing Study

•

Public Transportation Study looking at all demographics of the community
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Section 4: Inventory of Social Services
Strathmore FCSS provides a number of community services and programs. While Strathmore
provides some of these programs directly, they also support a number of external agencies
through funding and/or in-kind services in Strathmore and the surrounding area.
There are three ways a Municipality can
deliver FCSS Programs. The first is through
direct service delivery, where the FCSS staff
deliver the services and programs required
within the municipality within the
parameters of FCSS legislation. The second
is through providing grants to local
organizations and groups, again within the parameters of FCSS legislation. It is also common for
FCSS organizations to operate in a combination of the two methods, providing some services
internally while still providing some grant funding to external agencies. The third method of FCSS
service delivery is through a direct contract to an outside agency to delivery the service.
In the past, the Town of Strathmore, in partnership with Wheatland County through the WFCSS,
provided their portion of the FCSS funds to the partnerships and the WFCSS granted funds to
outside agencies and groups for the delivery of services. In 2012, Strathmore decided to transition
to their own FCSS Municipal Department, separating from Wheatland County and moving towards
providing direct service delivery. The Town of Strathmore closely follows the FCSS Act and Alberta
Regulation, which is quite clear in the requirements to determine eligibility for funding programs
and as such made decisions on future funding of external agencies based on this legislation.
Strathmore notified agencies they had funded in the past of their eventual withdrawal of funding
and continued to fund in lesser amounts over a defined period to provide these agencies time to
search out other forms of financial assistance for their programs. It should be noted that FCSS
funding is not intended to sustain an organization for long periods of time, but rather are meant to
be short term with the objective to enhance the programs.
The following is an inventory of programs either offered by Strathmore FCSS or supported by
Strathmore FCSS through funding or in-kind support.
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Strathmore FCSS Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Income Tax Program
The Great Pumpkin Hunt
Pumpkins in the Park
Drive in Movie
Tools for Schools
Good Food Box
Frozen Meals Program
KARE Volunteer Driver Program
Volunteer Appreciation
Seniors Week
Alberta Senior’s Financial Program

Upcoming Strathmore FCSS Programs for 2016
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Coats for Kids– Partnering with Youth Club
Neighbour Block Party
Kids Helping Kids – Partnering with Youth Club
Amazing Race Strathmore
The Great Pumpkin Hunt
Pumpkins in the Park
Drive in Movie
Tools for School
Volunteer Appreciation
Senior’s Week
Home Support Services
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Strathmore FCSS Funded Programs
2013

2014

2015

Growing Families Society:

Growing Families Society,

Growing Families Society,

Bridging the Gap-$8,235.00,

Bridging the Gap-$2,500.00,

Bridging the Gap-$2,500.00,

Life Skills Program-$4,455.00

Life Skills-$5,000.00.

Life Skills-$5,000.00.

S.W.A.T- $1,200.00.

S.W.A.T-$1,200.00.

Junior Achievement$5,000.00.

Golden Hills School Division:

Golden Hills School Division:

Golden Hills School Division,

Family School Resource

Family School Community

Family School Community

Counselling-$13,500.00

Resource Counselling-

Resource Counselling-

Early Drug Prevention

$5,000.00.

$5,000.00.

Project H.O.P.E-$5,800.00.

5 For Life- $4.000.00.

5 for Life-$1,000.00.

Step One Support Group-

Step One Support Group-

$810.00.

$750.00.

Program-$10,125.00.

Roots of Empathy-$7,737.50.
Air Cadets-$500.00.
Youth Club of Strathmore$5,000.00.
Accredited Supports to the
Community-$2,835.00.

Strathmore FCSS In-Kind Support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growing Families Society: Life Skills Program & Bridging the Gap
Happy Gang
Strathmore Municipal Library
The general public in Strathmore
Wheatland Seniors Transportation Society
5 For Life
Christmas Hamper Society
Wheatland Food Bank
Income Tax Program
Step One Housing and support group
Alberta Caregiver Association
Alberta Senior’s Financial Benefits Program
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Senior’s Power Conference 2013 & 2015
Youth Club of Strathmore
Hope Bridges Society
Strathmore United Way
Strathmore Wheatland Addiction Teams
Senior’s Advisory Committee
Transportation Committee
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External FCSS Programs
Further to meeting the needs of Strathmore and the surrounding community, there are a
number of other agencies both public and private that offer social support services. These are
shown in the Circle of Supports shown below.
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Section 5: Trends, Issues and Regulations
Unemployment and Resulting Issues
Over the last year, the Calgary region, including Strathmore has seen an increase in
unemployment, mainly in the oil and gas industry and complimentary industries. This has
caused a strain on the Calgary region social support systems, including those of the Town of
Strathmore. As many of the jobs lost were high paying, executive level positions, Calgary and
surrounding communities are seeing individuals who normally contributed to the social support
systems through charitable donations, are now those who need the support themselves.
Demand is up at food banks, filled with people who have recently lost their jobs in the oilpatch
or by others who were laid off last year and have now burned through their savings and credit.
Of even greater concern are those who were laid off last year who will soon run out of
employment insurance, leaving them without any form of income support.
The economic downturn has also impacted the housing market with decreasing sales and sale
prices, making it difficult for those who need to sell their homes, continuing to leave them in a
financial situation beyond their capability.
These financial and employment stresses also
cause family stress. Whether it be through an
increase in domestic violence, substance abuse
or simply through mental health issues that
come with stress, families are seeing a greater
need for support systems and programs. People who have lost their jobs and never had to ask
for help before are having a difficult time asking for that help, adding further stress on other
members of their family including children. “When children have a connection with an adult
caregiver, it’s a tremendous protective factor, and they can pick up on small cues that their
parents might be feeling stressed. Kids are very responsive to their parents’ emotional wellbeing, and so part of how things are playing out now, we’re seeing that parental stress is
starting to rise as parents are more anxious about job security, job loss, and family finances,
Children can pick up on that. Often it’s unconscious, but parents’ emotional availability towards
their children may decrease because they have so much stress,” states the Director of Yellow
Kite Child Psychology Soraya Lakhani (Amid Alberta’s economic downturn, children are the
forgotten ones: psychologist, by Lauren Sundstrom, Wednesday January 27, 2016)
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Identifying Vulnerable Populations
Vulnerable populations are often a result of a lack of social ties whether it be family, friends or
other social networks such as clubs, organizations and programs. As noted by the Government
of Canada’s Policy Research Initiative, “people with extensive social connections linking them
to people with diverse resources tend to be more ‘hired, housed, healthy and happy.’” (Policy
Research Initiative. 2005. Social Capital: A Tool for Public Policy. Social Capital Briefing Note.
(Ottawa, ON: Policy Research Initiative)
Delivering effective social services requires that Strathmore FCSS be constantly in tune with
the needs and issues within their community, being able to effectively identify those
populations which are most vulnerable. Creating and offering programs aimed at these
populations and aligning services and programs towards these issues is the key to preventative
social services. The identification of vulnerable groups within a community can be done by the
following:
-

Working with current program participants and clients, gathering feedback both
on services delivered to them and services that may be missing;

-

Working with other service agencies and collaborating with those agencies to
both identify and offer services to vulnerable populations;

-

Conducting regular surveys of residents, businesses and agencies;

-

Understanding the trends of your community including changes in transportation,
demographic changes such as an influx in immigration, changes in the economy,
etc.

Currently in the Town of Strathmore, the most
vulnerable populations appear to be seniors feeling a
sense of isolation due to changing community
infrastructure (move of the Coop) and children who
are feeling the spinoff effects of the economic
downturn.
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Family and Community Support Services Act and Regulations
The Family and Community Support Services Act and Regulations is a provincial statute
outlining the responsibilities, rules and regulations of municipalities in regards to delivery of
FCSS services. The powers of the municipality are as follows:
A municipality may
(a) provide for the establishment, administration and operation of a family and
community support services program within the municipality, and
(b) enter into agreements with other municipalities to provide for the establishment,
administration and operation of joint family and community support services
programs. 1981 cF-1.1 s2
The following are activities that FCSS communities must perform in order to achieve outcomes
(Reference: FCSS-Program-Handbook.pdf):
. promote and facilitate the development of stronger communities;
. promote public participation in planning, delivering and governing the program and services
provided under the program;
. promote and facilitate the involvement of volunteers;
. promote efficient and effective use of resources;
. promote and facilitate co-operation and co-ordination with allied service agencies operating
within the municipality. FCSS Program outcomes relate to the following statements identified
in Section 2.1(1)(b) of the FCSS Regulation. Local FCSS Programs should be developed to assist
communities to:
•

help people to develop independence, strengthen coping skills and become more
resistant to crisis;

•

help people to develop an awareness of social needs;

•

help people to develop interpersonal and group skills which enhance constructive
relationships among people;

•

help people and communities to assume responsibility for decisions and actions
which affect them;

•

provide supports that help sustain people as active participants in the community.
Provincial performance measures will address each of the highlighted concepts
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from the mission and the responsibilities.
Section 2.1(1) states that: Services provided under a program must:
(a) be of preventive nature that enhances the social well-being of individuals and families
through promotion or intervention strategies provided at the earliest opportunity, and
(b) do one or more of the following:
(i) help people to develop independence, strengthen coping skills and become more
resistant to crisis;
(ii) help people to develop an awareness of social needs;
(iii) help people to develop interpersonal and group skills which enhance constructive
relationships among people;
(iv) help people and communities to assume responsibility for decisions and actions
which affect them;
(v) provide supports that help sustain people as active participants in the community.
Section 2.1(2) states that: Services provided under a program must not
(a) provide primarily for the recreation needs or leisure time pursuits of individuals,
(b) offer direct assistance, including money, food, clothing or shelter, to sustain an
individual or family,
(c) be primarily rehabilitative in nature, or
(d) duplicate services that are ordinarily provided by a government or government agency.
Section 4 of the FCSS Regulation states that: Expenditures of the program shall not include
(a) the purchase of land or buildings,
(b) the construction or renovation of a building,
(c) the purchase of motor vehicles,
(d) any costs required to sustain an organization that do not relate to direct service
delivery under the program,
(e) municipal property taxes and levies, or
(f) any payments to a member of a board or committee referred to in Section 3(b) or (j),
other than reimbursement for expenses referred to in Section 3(l).
What should be noted is the incongruence between what the current Strathmore FCSS department
has currently committed to funding versus what they have funded in the past. There were some
programs that did not fit within the parameters laid out by the FCSS Act. As the Town of
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Strathmore has recently taken FCSS in-house and discontinued their partnership with Wheatland
County, it is important that the Town follow the regulations with in the Act, regardless of how
“grey” some of these guidelines may be. The FCSS Program provides some potential ways to
provide support to programs that fall into the ineligibility status:
If a project or service is determined to be ineligible for FCSS funding, (e.g., food bank, thrift
shop, nutrition program, literacy program, school-based programs, special transportation
services, etc.) funding may be provided to assist with community development activities
such as public education/awareness (i.e., promotion and information, and volunteer
training/development). Core expenses (e.g., rent, salaries, travel, telephone, utilities, etc.)
would not be eligible for funding.
Lastly, should Strathmore FCSS require further assistance in determining the eligibility of funding,
the FCSS Program Handbook, attached in the Appendix, provides the following test:
Eligibility Assessment Tool
The Eligibility Assessment Tool is a four-stage test or guide to assist local FCSS Programs in
determining if a project or funding request fits the FCSS eligibility criteria:
. Is the project or service preventive? Does it enhance the social well-being of families and
individuals? Does it have preventive social outcomes? (The answer should be “yes.”)
. Does the project or service:
help people develop independence, strengthen coping skills?
help people develop an awareness of social needs?
help people to develop interpersonal and group skills?
help people and communities to assume responsibility OR
provide supports that help sustain people as active members of the community? (The
answer should be “yes” to at least one of these questions.)
. Is the project or service:
primarily a recreation, leisure, entertainment or sporting activity or event?
offering direct assistance, including money, food, clothing or shelter, to sustain an
individual or family?
primarily rehabilitative, therapeutic or crisis management?
a duplication of services provided by any level of government?
a capital expenditure such as the purchase, construction or renovation of a building or
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facility? (The answer must be “no” to all of these questions.)

.

Do the proposed expenditures of the project comply with Sections 3 and 4 of the FCSS
Regulation? (The answer should be “yes.”)

While the above provide the regulations for eligibility, the Town itself should develop a strategy on
what programs and areas they will fund, and what programs they will provide in-house, and ensure
this is communicated to the public so there are no surprises when a program or service requests
funding. It should also be noted that while the regulations identify areas that can legally be funded
under the Act, the municipality itself has broad discretion in it's funding and support criteria;
programs that are not eligible for funding under the Act, but have been identified as a social need,
and have identified positive social outcomes, may be funded through the municipality providing
additional municipal funding in the Town annual operating budget cycle.

Community Comparison
In an effort to compare the social support needs of the Town of Strathmore with that of it’s neighbours,
research was done by the Town of Strathmore FCSS Department for use in this study. While the Town
of Okotoks Social Wellness Framework was the only benchmark provided, this was a suitable
comparison for the Town of Strathmore based on population and proximity to the City of Calgary. The
Town of Okotoks identified the following similar issues and concerns in their 2010 Social Wellness
Framework:
-

A lack of public transportation primarily for seniors, youth and low income residents. The only
difference was that the Town of Strathmore through our public engagement, also identified
this as an issue for Moms of young children where car seats were a barrier to utilizing other
forms of transportation such as taxis. The need for transportation for seniors to travel to
medical appointments in Calgary was also an issue in both communities.

-

The well being of children in the community was also a concern among both communities,
however the difference being that in Okotoks the concern was more about providing children
the opportunity to explore their interests and be involved in the community and in Strathmore
the concern was more with children being cared for appropriately in broken families and with
economic issues.

-

While the availability of affordable housing was a concern in both communities, Okotoks’
concern was more focused on seniors whereas in Strathmore the concern was broader with a
concern for affordable housing for all age groups and demographics.
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Section 6: Public Engagement Overview
Engaging a variety of stakeholder groups within the Town of Strathmore and the surrounding
area was paramount in the development of this Needs Assessment. The multi-tiered approach
encompassed both traditional engagement such as an open house, workshops and surveys and
was paired with a social media campaign aimed at engaging stakeholders online. Consultation
with stakeholders occurred over a period of two months with the following methods:
-

Open House – an Open House was held at
the Strathmore FCSS office on January 25
from 3:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. Approximately
15 people attended the open house
providing input on the community’s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats (SWOT) in relation to social support
services and identified areas they felt were
in greatest need in the community in this
area.

-

Three separate workshops were held with
local social support service agencies with
excellent attendance and participation at
each workshop. The first two workshops focused again on the community’s SWOT,
areas of greatest need and areas where there was a void in services. The following
workshop worked through the top five areas of greatest need in the community defining
the target demographic, reasons for the need and agencies currently providing support.

-

A Council workshop was held with similar focus as the first two community workshops,
working through the top five areas of greatest need and going through a SWOT analysis
of Strathmore in regards to Social Support services.

-

A community survey was posted online on the Town of Strathmore’s website and
marketed via Facebook and Twitter. 107 Surveys were completed which is an average
response rate for a community the size of Strathmore and for the subject at hand.

-

A social media campaign was done from January through to the middle of March
focusing on the community’s SWOT, areas of need and areas where there was a void in
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service. Response on Facebook to the campaign was great with conversations occurring
between stakeholders and valuable feedback garnered through polls and posts.
-

Interviews were held with a small number of stakeholders where their input required
confidentiality and privacy. These again focused on the community’s SWOT, areas of need
and areas where there was a void in service.

Public Engagement Results (Social Media, Workshops, Open House)
A full spreadsheet of the public engagement responses is available in Appendix II. The top responses
are shown below. These responses were garnered through the workshops, social media and open
house.

Strengths
-

Lots of agencies providing many social support services

-

Churches

-

Strong Volunteerism

-

Community Hospital

-

Close knit community that supports each other

Weaknesses
-

No one stop shop for Social Support Services

-

Lack of affordable housing

-

Volunteer burnout

-

Lack of Social Support funding both locally and provincially

-

Loss of “downtown” community

-

Lack of public transportation

Opportunities
-

A one stop sop for all social support services

-

Communicating the opportunities available through current social programs

-

Collaboration between community departments and agencies

-

Programs aimed at youth and young adults

Threats
-

Reliance on oil and gas for employment

-

Poverty – ie. Demands on food bank and kids going to school hungry

-

Drugs
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-

Lack of affordable housing / homelessness

-

Increasing need for social services due to economic and family structure changes

Top 5 Biggest Social Issues Facing Strathmore
-

Addictions

-

Lack of Transportation

-

Poverty

-

Lack of Communication
Regarding Social Programs

-

Family issues – domestic violence, lack of parenting, generational gaps

Top 5 Priority Areas
-

Transportation

-

Housing

-

One Stop Shop for Social Services

-

Family Supports – parenting, distress, early intervention

-

Poverty/Unemployment

NOTE: While many of the above show needs within the community, the FCSS Act precludes funding in many
of these areas. Please see Appendix III for the FCSS Act.

Public Engagement Survey Responses (107 Received)

What is your age group?
5%
14%

2%
28%

51%

18-25
26-35
36-55
56-65
66+

The majority of respondents were over the age of 36.
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What level of understanding do you feel you
have on what FCSS offers the community?
Totally understand all services
offered

9% 9%

Understand overall what the
concept of FCSS is

38%

44%

Don’t understand what FCSS
offers
Don’t know what FCSS is

Over 50% of the population don’t know what FCSS offers or even what FCSS is. This is a
communication gap.

Where do you currently obtain information about
support programs in the community?
2%
50%

23%

12%
13%

Town Office
Websites

Newspaper
Friends

Social Media

Close to 75% of the community obtains information about social support programs online, with
50% being through the use of social media.

Biggest Social Issues:

Unemployment/Poverty Transportation
Lack of Communication about Programs and Services
Drugs/Addictions
Family Supports
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Agency Workshops
While the majority of the engagement results for the agency workshops are captured above, there is
a need to discuss a few areas of opportunity in greater detail. Since the divide between Wheatland
FCSS and Strathmore FCSS, the agencies that both receive support and work in collaboration with the
two FCSS departments have identified a greater need to have a central location either virtually or
physically where residents can find all of the social support services they may require. The agencies
also identified a need for assistance on what FCSS grants may be available along with some
assistance on writing grant applications for these programs. It seems while there may be some areas
of overlap between the agencies, there are also voids in services now that funding has been reduced
or cut from Strathmore FCSS.
There is a definite need to work collaboratively with Wheatland FCSS and the other service agencies
in the region and while this does not mean that the two agencies need to become one, there is a
need to define the working relationship and build on that relationship moving forward. There seems
to be some frustration with the current relationship and the roles and responsibilities between
Wheatland FCSS and Strathmore FCSS. This is due mainly to the fact that the split occurred with no
further development of the relationship between the two organizations moving forward. While
Strathmore FCSS continues to develop their internal FCSS department, their involvement and
relationship with Wheatland FCSS and the Intra-Agency committee has suffered. This is nobody’s
fault, rather a refocusing of efforts and a lack of communication and collaborative planning between
the agencies. The agencies involved in the workshop have identified their concerns with a lack of
collaboration between all of the agencies and in particular with that of the two main service
agencies; Wheatland FCSS and Strathmore FCSS.
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Section 7: Recommendations and Conclusion
One Stop Shop
Through our public engagement with both residents and the other social support agencies in the
region, one of the biggest issues and
voids in the community was a one-stop
shop for all social support programs and
services. Each agency offers a particular
program and while some of these
agencies are quite aware of what other
agencies offer and with whom to speak
with, there are a number of agencies that
can not properly refer a client to another
agency. Residents do not understand
what FCSS is, let alone where to go
should they require support. The IntraAgency Committee works to try to
resolve this issue by informing each other
about their services and programs, however the individuals at these meetings are not always the
individual that fields the request from a client.
High turnover rates in front end positions
means that the person answering the call from

a

resident in distress or need of support does not
always have the information necessary to get
the client to the service agency they require.
This is a huge void in the community and
results in many residents not getting the
support they require, when they require that
support.
Current trends are such that a large portion of
the population no longer picks up a phone to
obtain the information they require,
rather they go to their computer or smart-phone to “Google” the service they need. In a quick
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“Google” search for Strathmore Teen Suicide Help, the image to the right identifies what resulted.
Mainly media links on stories regarding teen suicide, but no links as to where a teen in Strathmore
contemplating suicide could access support.
Doing a similar search in Strathcona County results in the image below. Ensuring services provided by
both the Town of Strathmore and other service agencies are easily searchable is imperative in your
service delivery.
The Strathmore FCSS website should focus on both the services the Town of Strathmore provides and
those of all the service agencies in the region, with links, phone numbers and information regarding
those agencies. A supplementary printed guide for seniors and those without access to internet should
also be developed and distributed.

Recommendations:
1. The Town of Strathmore should enhance their FCSS website to be the One-Stop Shop
of all FCSS services and programs provided by both the Town of Strathmore and all
social support agencies in the Town. This will require a database of services and
ongoing communication with all the agencies in the community to ensure
information is kept up to date and accurate. This could be done on an annual basis
through the assistance of a summer student to update the database, but also needs
to be monitored throughout the year by the Town of Strathmore FCSS staff. A
supplementary printed guide should be developed for seniors and those without
access to internet.
2. All Town of Strathmore employees should be provided a quick orientation to this site
and all front line staff provided a full orientation to this site, the programs offered by
Strathmore FCSS so they are able to search quickly and effectively the other social
support services provided by agencies within the Town and region.
3. That no resident should ever be met with an “I don’t know” answer when asking for
a social support service.

4. The Town of Strathmore should consider spearheading a Grant Library for use by the
social support agencies in the community to access further funds for their services.
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Communications
Research through the surveys showed that the majority of the Town of Strathmore residents
not only do not understand what FCSS is or what it offers. This is not unusual, as unless you
have needed the service in the past, there has not been a reason to know or understand the
services offered. In direct relation to becoming the One-Stop Shop for all FCSS information,
Strathmore FCSS needs to ensure that residents understand the services they offer even when
those residents may not need the services themselves. As noted in trends, the most vulnerable
populations are not always the easiest to target, therefore ensuring continuous
communications to the general community regarding the services offered, may be a reasonable
approach to target those populations.

Recommendations:
5. The Town of Strathmore should do a bi-annual communications campaign
aimed at informing the residents, businesses and agencies of the services and
programs offered by the Town of Strathmore FCSS and the other support
agencies in the community. This should include the following:
a. Social Media campaign
b. Newspaper articles
c. Collaborate with other
departmental communications
activities such as those done by
the Fire Department,
Councilors, etc.
d. An annual printed social support services guide for those without access
to internet.
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Affordable Housing
One of the biggest issues brought up through our public engagement campaign was the need for
more affordable housing within the Town of Strathmore. Strathmore is not unique in this issue, in fact
almost every community within the Province of Alberta and across Canada has this issue.
In fact, the Edmonton Capital Region has
worked together to begin doing affordable
housing studies on the region rather than
on the individual communities within the
Capital Region.
The Town of Strathmore received Block

Funding

through the Province of Alberta for a three-year period. In order to provide an affordable housing
solution of significance, they elected to accumulate the funds to put towards a project that will have a
considerable impact, and will be a major first step towards addressing the vital issue of the shortage of
affordable housing within the community.
On August 19, 2009, Council approved the purchase of 2.58 acres of land for the purpose of
constructing Municipal Sustainable Housing to answer the needs of the community. In combination
with 9000sft of land graciously donated by a local citizen, there was a total of 2.79 acres of land.
The Town worked in partnership with CCL Classic Communities throughout all aspects of the project.
To further make this a truly affordable project, the Town negotiated a cost sharing arrangement for the
installation of utilities and surface works via Joint Servicing and Joint Access Easement Agreements with
the land owner to the north of the lot, who is constructing affordable rental accommodations.
This project was the first step in providing access to affordable housing for low-income families, seniors
and persons with disabilities. On October 6, 2010, Council approved a Memorandum of Understanding
between the Town and Classic Construction Ltd which covers the development, equity loan/mortgage,
sales/financing, and the construction and sales process and agreements.
The project consists of six eight-plex units, with twenty-four having two bedrooms and the remainder
to have three bedrooms for a total of 48 units.
This project is unique by virtue of the units being for sale rather than for rent. To enable those
individuals and families earning at, or near the Core Needs Income Threshold (CNIT), a second
mortgage will be provided by the Town. This second mortgage will carry no monthly payments and will
only be repaid upon resale, or if the unit is rented. This will give individuals and families earning at or
near the CNIT opportunity to own their own homes, as the provision of the equity loan will have the net
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effect of dramatically reducing the cost of the home, which will in turn enable households with lower
incomes to qualify for a mortgage, often for smaller payments than rental costs.
On February 2, 2011, Council approved the Purchase and Sales Agreement, the Vendor Take Back
Mortgage and the Transfer of Land between the Town of Strathmore and Classic Construction Ltd.
On February 10, 2011, CCL held a Home Buyers Information seminar. Down payments start at
$2,159.00 and the monthly mortgage payments start at $599.00 for a 2 bedroom unit and $699.00 for a
3 bedroom unit. The monthly payments include Condominium fees, and water/sewer and gas.
By February 14, 2011, 14 families and individuals had been pre-approved for purchase and two
foundations were in the ground, at pre-framing stage. By July 2011, 10 of the units were occupied by
persons meeting the CNIT.

Recommendations:
6. The Town of Strathmore should update their Affordable Housing Study to identify
the true demand for affordable housing in their community.

Public Transportation
Another issue and void in the community brought up through every form of public engagement was the
lack of affordable transportation in the community. The main two demographics this is a current issue
for are seniors and parents with young children. Seniors who used to be able to walk to the Co-op for
both groceries and their social inclusion (coffee with other seniors) are now
without that convenience since the Co-op moved to the East end of town.
While there is a Handi-bus in the community, the priority for that bus is on
clients with scheduled medical appointments with social appointments
being fulfilled as resources allow. While there is access to taxi service in the
Town, this is not always an affordable option for seniors on a limited
income. Parents with young children have a similar issue, however access to taxi services is also limited
due to the inability to have child car seats available in taxis. The issue for the stay at home parent is a
social inclusion issue. With no transportation available within the community, these parents are often
stuck at home with no access to programs offered for them and their children including both social
activities and services offered by Alberta Health Services such as parenting classes. Transportation also
becomes an issue as the quality of employment continues to decrease. Affordability to have more than
one vehicle in a family decreases and access to lower income jobs outside the community with no
affordable transportation within the community or to neighbouring communities where jobs may be
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available is also an issue.
It should be noted that the Town of Strathmore has done a great job on enhancing their pathway
system, creating a more walkable community. This allows for greater social inclusion through access
to the parks and “community” of residents that utilize these paths for both fitness and social
recreation.

Recommendations:
7. The Town of Strathmore should conduct a public transportation study for
transportation within the community and to neighbouring communities.
8. The Town of Strathmore should consider opportunities for Seniors “coffee”
gatherings, which could be done at the FCSS office on a daily basis in the
morning.

Town of Strathmore FCSS Focus
In review of the current programs and services offered by the Town of Strathmore FCSS, it is our
assessment that the Town should reorganize some of the responsibilities within the departments of
the Town. FCSS is spending too much of their time and resources on organizing community events
and activities which are more recreational programs than social support programs. While these
events are family oriented events and may provide support to clubs and organizations such as the
Youth Club and also may add to the social inclusion of the community, they are not targeted at any of
the most vulnerable populations and in our assessment, should belong under a Parks and Recreation
department or a Community Events department rather than FCSS. By removing these events from
the mandate of FCSS, this will allow FCSS to focus more on the recommendations above and on the
development of relationships with the other service agencies in the region. It is also our assessment
that the FCSS department needs some assistance in developing a strategy moving forward to begin to
offer the services in the areas where they have and are planning on cutting funding to external
agencies.
Since the divide of the of the Strathmore FCSS and Wheatland FCSS, the Town of Strathmore has taken
a back seat at the Intra-Agency committee acting as a participant rather than a leader.
This has impacted the Town’s ability to work effectively within the group. Moving forward, the
Town and the County should jointly lead this committee, and should work together with the
committee to move forward some of the recommendations of this report around providing a OneStop Shop for all social support services.
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Recommendations:
9. The Town of Strathmore should re-direct resources to have another department plan
and organize community events, providing FCSS more time to develop and provide
services and programs focused on social support services.
10. The Town of Strathmore FCSS department should have a planning retreat where they
re-focus their efforts and develop a departmental strategic plan with key
performance indicators directly linked to the above recommendations and the other
areas identified through public engagement of greatest concern and social need in
the Town.
11. The Town of Strathmore FCSS department should co-lead the Intra-Agency
Committee with Wheatland and work to move the committee into a more
collaborative social support group rather than a pure information sharing
committee. This should follow services provided back to the agencies through
Strathmore FCSS becoming a One Stop Shop.
12. The Town of Strathmore FCSS department should continue to be a hybrid of the FCSS
service delivery approaches, providing some services in house and continuing to fund
some external agencies in service delivery. The provides both the opportunity to
maximize internal resources and be flexible in program and service delivery, while also
maintaining the relationship and the community involvement in FCSS service delivery.

Conclusion
The Town of Strathmore is well positioned to develop and implement a strong FCSS program aimed
at their most vulnerable populations while maintaining and building on the programs focused on
proactive social service delivery. It is clear through our public engagement programs that the Town
has some very positive strengths in which to build upon, and some common weaknesses and threats
in which are not unique to the Town of Strathmore. What is unique is the Town’s strong community
spirit and culture which assists in decreasing a lack of social inclusion, ensuring those in need have
the support required. With a strong FCSS strategy and plan aimed at the areas of greatest need in the
community, the Town of Strathmore can prove to be a leader in the delivery of FCSS services,
working collaboratively with the many social service agencies in the community.
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Appendix I - Surveys
Family and Community Support Services (FCSS)
Needs Assessment
Community Survey
1. Are you a current resident of the Town of Strathmore?

YES

NO

2. Where did you hear about this survey?

3. What is your age group? a.
18 – 25
b. 26 – 35
c. 36 – 55
d. 56 – 65
e. 66+
4. What level of understanding do you feel you have on what FCSS offers the community?
a. Totally understand all services offered
b. Understand overall what the concept of FCSS is
c.

Don’t understand what FCSS offers

d. Don’t know what FCSS is
5. Where do you currently obtain information about support programs in the community?
a. Town office
b. Websites
c.

Newspaper

d. Friends
e. Social Media
6. What do you feel are the biggest social issues facing the Town of Strathmore?
7. What are the top 5 services you believe the Town of Strathmore’s FCSS should offer?
8. What do you believe is the biggest void in services delivered by the Town of
Strathmore?
9. Have you ever been in a situation where you required a support service that wasn’t
available in the Town of Strathmore?
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a. If Yes, what was that service (all responses are completely confidential and
anonymous)
10. Do you or any members of your family volunteer in the community?
a. If Yes, what is the organization?
b. If No, why not?

Family and Community Support Services (FCSS)
Needs Assessment
Agency Survey
1. Individual Name
2. What association(s) do you represent?
3. What services does your association offer?
4. Do you currently receive funding through the Town of Strathmore FCSS program? YES NO
5. What sources of funding do you utilize?
6. Do you charge a fee for your services?
7. What do you feel are the biggest social issues facing the Town of Strathmore?
8. What are the top 5 services you believe the Town of Strathmore’s FCSS should offer?
9. What do you believe is the biggest void in services delivered by the Town of
Strathmore?
10. What is your main source of information on what other programs and services are
available in the Town of Strathmore?
11. How do you communicate what services your association offers to the community?
12. Have you ever been in a situation where you were unable to find or refer a support
service to someone?
a. If Yes, what was that service?
13. Do you feel the Social Support agencies/associations in Strathmore collaborate
effectively to provide all encompassing social supports to residents? YES NO
a. If No, do you have any suggestions on how to improve the collaboration and
communication between agencies?
14. Final comments
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Appendix II – Public Engagement Results
Strengths

Weaknesses

Hospital

Deficit in early intervention services

Schools

Trouble getting parent volunteers

Close Community

Lack of communication between agencies

Youth club and groups

Not enough jobs

Good volunteer community

Stability of funding

Diversity and location of the community

No immigrant services office

Churches

Lack of funding

Strong volunteerism

Deficit in program coordination

Focus on Seniors

No capacity to assess seniors ability to stay home

Wide variety of social programs

Lack of social media connections

Churches

Capacity for services/funding/volunteers

5 for Life, parent link programs for 0-5 year
olds

Community field house w/ place for arts, sports,
meeting place

Respit care for children with disabilities

Not enough growth in the town- attract more
businesses/people

Cleanliness

Have a better downtown square

The people

Transportation

Children's activities

Lack of one place to find all services and resources

Common goal to make this a better place
Amazing community of people ready to
step up and help

Lack of unified, coordinated resource centre
Resources are in a collective manner/location

Lots of resources if you know where to look

Need for economic development plan to attract
business

Improved immigrant services

No one stop shop for services

Growing Rec opportunities

Lack of partnerships / awareness of opportunities

FCSS

Snow removal, plowing/salting of side streets

Rural based
Restaurants

Lack of a Resource for assistance with grants
Inter-agency collaboration with seniors programs

Help each other
Recreation
Willingness to help but unaware of the
process

Need more job placement (public not private)
Inter-agency info doesn't flow to all agencies

Inter-agency collaboration

Downtown revitalization- add murals, plants, etc.

Sense of community through social media

Gaps in services

Increase in organic options

Volunteer burnout

Wide variety of services

lack of creative funding

Lack of community branding
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Seniors

Lack of affordable housing

Strong volunteerism

Cenral location for arts

Growing spirit of collaboration

Lack of abiilty to maintain the youth in the
community

Lots of resources
Strong outdoor activities

Creative ways to use funds

Culture and Arts

Lack of industry

Strong service network

Reorganize buses/traffic along Brent Blvd.

Small community supports each other

Lack of a one stop shop

Hospital

7-11 gas station, potentially along Brent
Blvd/Cambridge Glen Drive

Strong youth club

No mens domenstic violence counselling
More options for midrange kids to keep them out of
trouble

Churches

Mental health counselling

Wheatland Housing

Weak youth justice committee

Arts
Giving and generous

More professional people at town office
Crosswalks aross wheatland at end of Willow Drive

Many agencies focuses on youth

New sports facility/rec center, ice rink for a jr team
and public skating
Better indicators for crosswalks, more bike/walk
paths

Dog Park

No affordable Housing

Mental Health

More trails and pathways

Police

More activities for families to do

Victim Services

Transportation

Easy access to info about services

No childrens after school arts programs
Central schedule for agencies
Affordable housing at capacity
No caregiver support
On call childcare for emergencies
No special needs care facilities
Sidewalks along George Freeman trail and in front of
Ford dealership
Transportation for seniors/handicap options
Bowling alley
Low income housing, subsidized housing that allows
pets
Support for people wanting to start a business
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Curbside recycling included in property taxes
Add a Costco
Make more places wheelchair accessible
Town lacks multicultural awareness
Fix existing infrastructure

Opportunities

Threats

Build stronger arts and culture
Caring community to tap for
volunteering/mentorship
Getting people plugged into the existing
resources

RCMP out of town a lot

Community guide

Increasing population

Early intervention program

Fentanol/Drugs

Further collaboration

Homelessness

Wealth of resources to help programs

Lack of transit within town and regional

One stop shop for all services

Funding

Empty buildings- force owners to sell or rent
the space at affordable price

Not having a crisis response team/emergency
action plan

Charge a more reasonable price on parking
tickets

People not slowing down at pedestrian walk at
George Freeman

Have a community theater

People speeding through neighborhoods

One stop shop for all social support services

Residents rely on oil and gas economy

One stop shop for services

Distracted driving

Affordable Housing
Less family time due to commuting

Drug influence at youth centre
Youth programs - self esteem/life skills

Drugs

Entrepreneurship programs aimed at youth /
young adults

Increasing need for services

Resource bank / officer

Location

Adult sports club/evens

New light coming out of Sobeys- hard to see if
people are turning or going straight

Mentorship programs for parenting, stress
mgmt, dietary…

Wages in Strathmore much less than region

Wealth of positive influencers

Social housing damage / bad debt

Space to grow businesses in the downtown
core

Lack of respect for parks by youth

Life skills programs
Programs for 0-5 year olds with free
transportation

Economy
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Develop a sports complex
Community connection and between
communities

Kids/adults stepping out onto the road-implement
road safety campaign
Time

In kind resroucing

Economy

Bring in money mentors

Lack of resources

More inter-agency collaboration and
communications

Commuter community
Drugs becoming more serious

Collaboration between Recreation and
Schools

Vandalism

Re-join WCFCSS and other enhanced
partnerhsip opportunities

Current programs need to catch up to new
economic reality

Have tax dollars be put to better/more use
than it appears to be now

Unrealistic expectations on community
offerings/amenities

Economic Development

Mental health services over capacity

Legal marijuana grow-op

NIMBY
Addictions
Brent Blvd and Thomas Drive
Proximity to Calgary - easy to find alternative
services/products
Repaint lines on roads as people can't tell if there is
one lane or two- esp. Brent Blvd
Wages are issue for non-profit workers
Lack of controlled crosswalks in school zones on
Brent Blvd, and intersection of
Negativity and rumours
Increase in high risk youth
Poor parenting
Access to affordable further education
Crime rates are up as result of bad economy
economic, social, and environmentally sound
growth.
Lack of police presence
People trespassing on people's property
Poverty
Risk of being "behind the times"-add proactive
sustainable policies supporting
Tornado system in case people not near a TV or
radio
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Biggest Social Issues

Top 5 Priority Areas

Living wage

Addictions

Poverty

Affordable housing

Lack of information/communication
Lack of programs for young families
Poverty
Losing sense of community
Broken family
Marginalized population

Affordable housing with case management
Affordable Transportation
At home programs for familiies in distress
Awareness of services
Bus for wheelchairs and for child safety seats
Domestic Violence

Homeless youth
Bullying

Early intervention with kids
Economic Development - living wage

Lack of growth in town
Economy

Family support/education/mentorship
Grief counselling

Transportation
Mental health
Seniors (isolation)
Domestic violence
Lack of information/communication
Lack of cultural sensitivity

Housing
Housing
Improve downtown area
Improve economy/overall town growth
Mental Health
Mental health

Isolation due to transportation
More things to do for families
Single parenting
Hungry kids
People in distress over economy
Family isolation
Not enough awareness of lower income

More involvement with festivals
One stop shop
One stop shop / website for services
Poverty
Poverty / Inequality
Roads
Seniors

Lack of communication
Stigmas/pride about accessing services

Seniors Transportation and Coordinated care
Shuttle service to South retail areas

Transportation - affordable/accessible
Addictions

Stigmas/pride
Subsidize the HandiBus for seniors

Inability to access support
Addictions

Transportation
Transportation

Addictions
Crime
Family violence

Transportation
Unemployment
Youth
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Generational gaps
Homelessness / hunger

Communicating via social media
Affordable housing for singles.

Housing affordability
Improve downtown area
Lack of training for local jobs
Low income housing
Poverty
Roads- repaint, more crosswalks
Social support funding
Suicide
Unemployment
unemployment
Stress
Support Service burnout
First Nations
Grief Counselling
Internet safety
Child behavioural issues
Latch key kids
Unstable family
Affordable childcare
Bullying
Support for caregivers
Immigrant integration
Teen pregnancy
Transgender
Unemployment
Affordable recreation
Transportation
Affordable housing
Keeping people in their homes
FOIP makes it difficult to share client info
to assist in next stages
Reacive not proactive social services
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Appendix III – FCSSAA – Program Advice Inventory Listing
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